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Abstract—Throughput is a key performance metric for streaming FFT architectures. However, increasing spatial parallelism to improve throughput introduces complex routing, thus resulting in high power consumption. In this paper, we propose a high throughput energy efficient parallel FFT architecture based on Cooley-Tukey algorithm. Multiple pipeline FFT processors using time-multiplexing are utilized to perform FFT computation tasks in parallel. This design realizes high performance using task-level parallelism and avoids complex routing. Furthermore, to reduce the memory power consumption, a periodic memory activation (PMA) scheme is developed. By analyzing energy efficiency (defined as GOPS/Joule) asymptotically, we show that our design achieves a low energy efficiency complexity while satisfying a high-throughput requirement. For N-point FFT (64 ≤ N ≤ 4096), our proposed architecture achieves 50 ~ 63 GOPS/Joule, i.e., up to 78% of the Peak Energy Efficiency of FFT designs on FPGAs. Compared with a state-of-the-art design, our design improves the energy efficiency (defined as GOPS/Joule) by 17% to 26% with the same throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

FPGA is a promising implementation technology for computationally intensive applications such as signal, image, and network processing tasks [1], [2], [3]. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is one of the frequently used kernels in a variety of image and signal processing applications. High throughput FFT modules are widely used for modulation and demodulation in such applications [4]. To meet throughput requirements, maximizing performance under power dissipation constraints is a critical issue. The power consumption of an FFT implementation depends on the number of memory modules, processing units and the interconnection topology.

By maximizing the degree of spatial parallelism, fully spatial FFT architecture based on the Cooley-Tukey algorithm can boost throughput [5]. However, it achieves high performance at the expense of much routing resources. As FFT problem size grows, unfolding the architecture spatially becomes infeasible due to considerable routing power and resource consumptions caused by intricate interconnections.

Pipeline FFT processors are a class of compact FFT hardware architectures which compute the FFT sequentially using time-multiplexing [6], [7], [8]. Time-multiplexing folds fully spatial parallel FFT architecture vertically, thus avoiding complex interconnections. A pipeline FFT processor is composed of sequentially concatenated butterfly units and data buffers. This processor supports non-stop processing with data fed in a streaming manner. During the processing of one FFT task, each butterfly unit is reused several times by continually incoming data streams. High computational performance per unit area can be achieved by these designs, while the throughput is limited owing to partial spatial parallelism.

In this paper, we propose FFT architectures based on hybrid designs using time-multiplexing and spatial parallelism. Multiple pipeline FFT processors are utilized to meet a throughput requirement by increasing task parallelism. Routing power is reduced by time-multiplexing at the expense of extra data buffers. For each processor, partially spatial parallelism is employed to enhance the throughput. A periodic memory activation (PMA) scheme is developed to reduce the memory power dissipation. We also perform an analysis on the energy efficiency asymptotically, and evaluate the potential Peak Energy Efficiency of FFT designs on FPGAs. The experimental results show that our architecture achieves a high energy efficiency by using the proposed design approaches. The contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:

1) A high throughput energy efficient FFT architecture using time-multiplexing and spatial parallelism (Section III-A).
2) A PMA scheme that significantly reduces the memory power dissipation in the proposed architecture (Section III-C).
3) An asymptotic analysis on energy efficiency for demonstrating the improved performance compared with the fully spatial parallel architecture (Section IV).
4) Implementations which sustain up to 78% of the upper bound on energy efficiency (Peak Energy Efficiency) of FFT designs on the target platform (Section V-B).
5) Significant energy efficiency improvement compared with a state-of-the-art FFT design (Section V-E).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II covers the background and related work. Section III introduces the proposed architecture and its implementation on FPGA. Section IV describes the asymptotic analysis on energy effi-
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The transform (DFT) is computed as:

\[ X_k = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x_n e^{-i2\pi nk/N}, \quad k = 0, ..., N - 1 \]  

Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey FFT is a well-known decomposition based algorithm for DFT [3]. Fully spatial parallel architecture is a direct mapping of Cooley-Tukey algorithm. Fig. 1 shows the 8-point fully spatial parallel FFT architecture using Radix-2 FFT. Three stages of concatenated butterfly units are used. Data are permuted between each stage. This architecture can be pipelined to take eight inputs and produce eight outputs in every cycle. For \( N \)-point FFT, \( \log_2 N \) stages of butterfly units are required. As \( N \) grows, due to increasing wire length between stages for permutation, large interconnection power consumption becomes a serious design issue [9].

Time-multiplexing can be employed to fold fully spatial parallel FFT architecture vertically, thus saving resource and area overhead. Using time-multiplexing, we can design a pipeline FFT processor flexibly to meet diverse throughput requirements and resource constraints. Fig. 2 shows a pipeline FFT processor with a throughput of two points per cycle for Radix-2 based 8-point FFT. A time-multiplexer unit is used in each stage for data permutation so that data are fed through the butterfly unit in the correct order. Each time-multiplexer unit is composed of data buffers and crossbar switches. It enables each butterfly unit to be reused by continually incoming data streams. In this paper, by expanding this design, multiple pipeline FFT processors are designed to perform high throughput FFT computations without intricate interconnections.

Fig. 1: 8-point fully spatial parallel FFT

Fig. 2: Pipeline FFT processor for Radix-2 based 8-point FFT

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Background

Given \( N \) complex numbers \( x_0, ..., x_{N-1} \), Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is computed as:

\[ X_k = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x_n e^{-i2\pi nk/N}, \quad k = 0, ..., N - 1 \]  

III. ARCHITECTURE AND OPTIMIZATIONS

A. Architecture Building Blocks

Multiple pipeline FFT processors are utilized in our design. Each processor is implemented based on Radix-\( x \) Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm. It consists of two types of building blocks (see Fig. 3): Butterfly unit and time-multiplexer unit. A complete design for a given throughput requirement can be obtained using a combination of the basic blocks.

1) Time-multiplexer Unit: This unit is composed of crossbar switches and data buffers. Fig. 3(a) shows the time-multiplexer unit for Radix-4 based 16-point FFT. Four data inputs are firstly permuted by the front crossbar switches, and then temporarily stored in the four data buffers. After sixteen
Fig. 4: Data layout in the data buffers for Radix-4 based 16-point FFT architecture.

Fig. 5: High throughput 8-point parallel FFT architecture ($V_p = 2, N_p = 4, Th = 8$)

data elements enter the data buffers, they are then permuted by the back crossbar switches and read out over four cycles.

Fig. 4 shows the data layout in the data buffers for Radix-4 based 16-point FFT architecture. Data inputs ($X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_7$) enter into the data buffers sequentially over four cycles. In clock cycle $i$ ($0 \leq i \leq 3$), four data inputs ($X_{4i}, X_{4i+1}, X_{4i+2}, X_{4i+3}$) are permuted by the front crossbar switches and then fed into the $i$th entries of each data buffer. After that, data at a stride of four ($X_1, X_{1+4}, X_8, X_{i+12}$), $i = 0, 1, 2, 3$ are stored in different data buffers and then output in parallel. For example, $X_0, X_4, X_8$, and $X_{12}$ are read out simultaneously. The number of data buffers required for each time-multiplexer unit is determined by the degree of spatial parallelism, i.e., the number of parallel inputs of each processor. Assuming the number of data buffers used in each stage is $k$, then the size of each data buffer is $N/k$.

2) Butterfly Unit: This unit executes butterfly computations and twiddle factor multiplications. Twiddle factor coefficients are stored in block RAMs (BRAMs) on FPGAs. Fig. 3(b) shows the butterfly unit for Radix-2 FFT, where the inside circles represent complex number adders and the outside circles are complex number multipliers. For Radix-2 FFT, each butterfly unit needs six real adder/subtractors and four real multipliers to compute butterfly operations. It takes two inputs and generates two outputs in parallel.

B. High throughput FFT Architecture

In our design, multiple processors are used and each is responsible for an $N$-point FFT task. To implement the proposed architecture, three mapping parameters are considered:

- **Vertical parallelism ($V_p$):** Determines the number of parallel inputs of each pipeline FFT processor. It also represents the degree of spatial parallelism of one processor.
- **Number of FFT processors ($N_p$):** Determines the number of pipeline FFT processors used in the design. Each processor is responsible for one FFT computation task. $N_p$ also represents the task parallelism.
- **Throughput ($Th$):** Determines the number of parallel data inputs in each clock cycle. $Th = V_p \times N_p$.

The parameters above are chosen to create a specified design. Two design examples for 8-point FFT are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In Fig. 5, $V_p = 2, N_p = 4, Th = 8$, four pipeline processors are used. This architecture achieves high throughput benefiting from task parallelism. In Fig. 6, $V_p = 4, N_p = 2, Th = 8$, two pipeline processors are employed. The higher spatial parallelism increases throughput and requires less number of data buffers. These two architectures achieve the same throughput while they can satisfy different routing and memory resource constraints.

C. PMA scheme

Data buffer is one of the main components consuming considerable power in our design. As data buffers are implemented in dual-ported BRAMs on FPGAs, reducing BRAM power makes a huge impact on the power dissipation of the entire design. A BRAM block can be disabled/deactivated to suppress the switch activity, thus reducing the BRAM power [12]. Hence, we propose a PMA scheme to deactivate the BRAM periodically when it is not accessed. Suppose the size of a data buffer is $n$, and data width is one byte. Then we can reorganize it as a memory of size $(n/m)$ and data width is $m$-byte. Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the data buffer when $m = 2$. Here we select the value of $m$ empirically. Two extra two-byte registers are used for the read/write BRAM operation respectively. Read and write operations are performed simultaneously in each dual-ported BRAM. As shown in the figure, the write register is configured as serial-in-parallel-out shift register. In each cycle, the write register shifts the incoming one-byte data into its parallel register. In every two cycles, the two-byte data are written into
the BRAM in parallel. Hence, the BRAM can be deactivated once in every two cycles during a write operation. Note that data access pattern for writing BRAM is regular. However, irregular access is required when reading BRAM. The read register is configured as parallel-in-serial-out shift register. In every two cycles, two-byte data fetched from the BRAM are written into the read register. The least significant byte is shifted out in each cycle. The most significant byte is updated as follows:

\[ \text{Write register} \]

As \( Th = N \) for the two target architectures, \( O(N \log N) \) butterfly units are required. Hence \( n_c(N) \) needs to be \( O(N \log N) \) and the computation power \( P_c(N) \) can be computed as \( O(N \log N) \) for both of them.

### B. Interconnection power

Routing power on FPGAs almost increases linearly with wire length [13]. Hence we can estimate:

\[ P_w(N) = l_w(N) \times p_w \]  

(5)

For Radix-2 based fully spatial parallel architecture, there exits \( \log_2 N \) stages of interconnections, and the wire length is \( 2^n(1 \leq n \leq \log_2 N/2) \) in each stage. Hence its total wire length \( l_w(N) \) can be computed as \( \alpha N[2 + 4 + \ldots + N/2] = O(N^2) \), \( \alpha \) is a constant [14]. In our design, \( O(N) \) processors are required, and the wire length between stages is constant for each processor. Thus \( l_w(N) = O(N \log N) \). Based on Eq. (5), \( P_w(N) \) can be computed as \( O(N^2) \) and \( O(N \log N) \) respectively for the fully spatial parallel architecture and our proposed architecture.

### C. Memory power

Two types of memories, including distributed RAM (dist. RAM) and BRAM, exist on FPGA. As BRAM is highly optimized in area, it consumes less power per bit than dist. RAM. Data buffers are implemented in BRAMs. According to [12], despite how small the memory size is, a BRAM block has to be assigned. Therefore, BRAM power is determined by the number of BRAM blocks used rather than the total size of memory [12]. Thus we obtain:

\[ P_m(N) = n_m(N) \times p_m \]  

(6)

where \( p_m \) is determined by the factors such as operating frequency, access enable rate, and access data width [12]. Decreasing access enable rate can reduce \( p_m \). The PMA scheme presented in Section III-C is proposed based on this observation. In our design, each of the \( O(N) \) processors needs \( O(\log N) \) data buffers. Therefore, the total number of data buffers implemented in BRAMs \( (n_m) \) is \( O(N \log N) \). For the fully spatial parallel architecture, BRAMs storing twiddle factor coefficients are used in each stage, hence \( N_m \) is also \( O(N \log N) \). Therefore, memory power \( P_m(N) \) can be computed as \( O(N \log N) \) for both architectures.

### D. Energy efficiency

Based on the analysis above, the energy efficiency is calculated using Eq. (3). \( R(N) \) has been computed as \( O(N \log N) \). As \( Th = N \), \( T \) is a constant for both architectures. Table II shows the complexity of energy efficiency. The complexity of energy efficiency of the fully spatial parallel architecture is \( O(\log N/N) \), which indicates that the energy efficiency will dramatically decreases as problem size grows. For our architecture, the complexity of energy efficiency is \( O(1) \). Thus the energy efficiency of our design decreases much slower than the fully spatial parallel architecture. This indicates that when given a throughput target increasing with \( N \), our design can be optimized to sustain a high energy efficiency.

### V. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed architecture with both a baseline architecture and a state-of-the-art design. Energy Efficiency (defined in Eq. (3)) and
Throughput (defined in Section III-B) are considered as two performance metrics in the experiments.

A. Experimental Setup

Radix-4 FFT is used for implementations. The designs are implemented in Verilog on Virtex-7 FPGA (XC7VX980T, speed grade -2L) using Xilinx ISE 14.4. Xilinx LogiCORE IP Cores v11.2 are used for implementation of adders or multipliers. The input test vectors (16-bit fixed-point) for simulation were randomly generated and had an average toggle rate of 50%. We used VCD files (value change dump file) as inputs to Xilinx XPower Analyzer to produce accurate power dissipation estimation [12]. We set the operating frequency to 333 MHz for power evaluation.

B. Peak Energy Efficiency

The energy efficiency of any FFT design is upper bounded by the inherent peak performance of the platform. This depends on the target device and the IP cores used to perform the arithmetic operations. We measure this Peak Energy Efficiency by using a minimal architecture to depict the ideal conditions. Thus, we ignore all overheads such as memory, I/O, routing, and buffers that may be employed by an implementation. This minimal architecture consists of only multipliers and adders as the basic computation units. Each computation unit has its own input registers for pipelining. Assuming the throughput target is \( N \) using Radix-4 FFT, this minimal architecture requires \( \frac{1}{4} N \log_2 N \) real adders and \( \frac{1}{2} N \log_2 N \) real multipliers respectively [5]. Using the proposed experimental setup, we estimated the power consumption of the adder and the multiplier from Xilinx LogiCORE IP Cores [12]. The power consumption results of 16-bit multiplier and 16-bit adder are 5.28 mW and 3.48 mW respectively. Based on Eq. (3), the Peak Energy Efficiency can be computed as 81 GOPS/Joule for Radix-4 based \( N \)-point FFT. Note that Peak Energy Efficiency is independent on \( N \) and \( Th \), and as the multiplier and adder cores improve, we can expect a corresponding increase in the Peak Energy Efficiency. We use the Peak Energy Efficiency as an upper bound on the performance of the chosen FFT algorithm. We also compare the sustained performance of our designs against this bound in Section V-C.

C. Energy efficiency and power evaluation

We conducted the experiments for our proposed architecture by varying \( N \), and compare the performance results with a baseline architecture. \( N \) varies from 64 to 4096. Both the two architectures achieve the same throughput \( Th \). As available resources are limited on the target device, \( Th \) is empirically chosen as \( 2 \log_4 N \). \( V_p \) is selected to be 4 in our design with a minimal degree of spatial parallelism. The baseline architecture is a pipeline FFT processor, which has a degree of spatial parallelism maximized to \( Th \).

The energy efficiency results of the two target architectures are presented in Fig. 8. When \( N = 64 \), the baseline architecture achieves higher energy efficiency than our proposed architecture. The reason for that is interconnection power is not dominant in the total power consumption when \( N \) is small. However, as \( N \) increases, the energy efficiency of the baseline architecture significantly decreases, which matches with our energy efficiency analysis in Section IV-D. The experimental results also show that our proposed architecture can achieve \( 50 - 63 \) GOPS/Joule for various \( N \). We also observe a performance turning point \( (N = 256) \) resulted from increasing memory and interconnection power consumption.

Fig. 9 shows the power profile of the two target architectures. For the baseline architecture, the interconnection power grows rapidly when the throughput increases. As \( N \) grows progressively from 64 to 4096, the interconnection power of the baseline increases from 44% to 70% of its total dynamic power consumption, and increases from 1.5x to 2.5x interconnection power consumed by our proposed design. This result is consistent with the analysis of interconnection power in Section IV-B. For our design, the interconnection power accounts for 33% ~ 38% of the total power for various \( N \), i.e., only increases within a narrow range by percentage.

D. Evaluation of PMA scheme

To evaluate the proposed PMA scheme, the read/write buffer size is empirically chosen to be two. Problem size \( N \) varies from 64 to 4096. \( V_p \) is selected to be 4. Fig. 10 shows the total dynamic power consumption of one pipeline processor in our proposed architecture using and without using the PMA scheme. It shows that this scheme can reduce the total dynamic
E. Performance Comparison

We finally use SPIRAL FFT IP cores for performance comparison with our proposed architecture [2]. The SPIRAL FFT IP cores are soft IP cores based on streaming FFT architectures. The interconnection network in their design has been mathematically proved to be control-cost optimal [15]. They developed a tool to automatically generate customized FFT soft IP cores in synthesizable RTL Verilog with user inputs, including transform size, data ordering, data precision, and streaming width, i.e., throughput $Th$ [2]. In this experiment, $Th$ is set to 32 considering the available resources on the target device. Input vectors are 16-bit fixed point data presented in their natural ordering. Transform size varies from 64 to 4096. We use $V_p = 4$ and $N_p = Th/4$ in our design to achieve the same throughput of SPIRAL FFT IP Cores for various transform size. As shown in Fig. 11, for various $N$ (64 ≤ $N$ ≤ 4096), our proposed architecture achieves 50 → 63 GOPS/Joule, and improves energy-efficiency by 17% to 26%, compared with the SPIRAL FFT IP Cores. Compared to the upper bound on energy efficiency of FFT (discussed in Section V-B), our architecture achieves up to 78% of the Peak Energy Efficiency (81 GOPS/Joule). This result indicates that our design sustain high percentage of the upper bound on energy efficiency of FFT.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a high-throughput energy efficient architecture using Radix-$x$ Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm. The proposed architecture achieves high throughput by increasing both task and spatial parallelism without intricate interconnections. By the asymptotic analysis on energy efficiency, we demonstrated that our design can achieve a scalable energy efficiency while satisfying the high throughput requirement simultaneously. The experiments show that, by reducing the interconnection power, our proposed architecture sustain the energy efficiency for various throughput requirements. The proposed PMA scheme can be employed to reduce the memory power effectively. In the future, we plan to work on an accurate performance model for energy-efficiency estimation, which can be used for design space exploration to obtain a power optimized high throughput FFT design.
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